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a b s t r a c t

Complex electrolyte diffusion through the stacked graphene nanosheets limits their electrochemical
performance. As a potential solution, this study explored the potential of nitrogen-doped graphene
quantum dots (NGQDs) to induce 3D porous orientation of holey graphene oxide (hGO) nanosheets. The
sizes of NGQDs and antisolvent for phase separation assisted assembly were optimized to achieve a 3D
nanoporous network. This nano-network serves as a soft template for the porous orientation of hGO,
forming a 3D hierarchically porous carbon architecture. Benefiting from the porosity of the 3D frame-
work, p-p restacking was radically avoided, providing high electrolyte transport rates. In addition, doped
nitrogen and J-type aggregation of NGQDs effectively tuned the band structure to realize charge transfer
at low overpotential. The enhanced electrocatalytic activity and exceptionally low charge transfer
resistance of the composite structure were attributed to the enhanced electrode/electrolyte interface and
multidimensional charge & electrolyte transport. Porous composite structure based counter electrode
showed 78% enhanced photovoltaic performance (compared to unmodified graphene) in the dye-
sensitized solar cell, which is comparable to the performance of Pt electrode. The proposed 3D porous
orientation can be utilized in emerging electrocatalytic applications, such as supercapacitors, water
splitting, and battery electrodes.

© 2020 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Stacked and nonporous structures of carbonmaterials limit their
associated reaction rates due to the complex diffusion kinetics of
electrolyte ions; thus, superior porosity and high exposed surface
area are crucial parameters for unlocking the full potential of carbon
materials [1]. Specifically, such sluggish kinetics are more severe in
the case of 2D carbon nanosheetsdreduced graphene oxide (rGO)
[2]. The theoretical surface area and surface reactivity of rGO is ideal
for electrochemical energy storage and electrocatalytic devices;
however, p-p stacking poses a great obstacle in practical
ngineering, Hanyang Univer-
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applications [3e6]. In order to overcome this problem, rGO sheets
have been oriented with different macrostructures to directly
manipulate the electrocatalytic activity by varying the macro-
assembly of rGO nanosheets. For instance, graphene balls [7,8],
crumpled graphene [9], graphene with spacer materials [10], verti-
cally aligned graphene [11], and holey graphene oxide (hGO)
[12e14] have been fabricated to increase the exposed surface area
and electrolyte mobility. Such macro architectures alter the inter-
facial activity by weakening the interplanar forces responsible for
the restacking of rGO sheets. In this regard, we propose a highly
porous assembly of hGO sheets by utilizing the strong self-assembly
behavior of nitrogen-doped graphene quantum dots (NGQD)
inclusions.

NGQDs possess a chemical structure similar to that of rGO;
however, due to their extremely small size, NGQDs can accommo-
date an exceptionally high amount of functional groups and edge
surfaces [15]. In addition, the NGQDs synthesis process generates a
byproduct holey graphene oxide (hGO), that can replace rGO sheets
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[6,16]. The quantum size endows exciting features in NGQDs; hence,
NGQDs inclusions are used to reinforce the thermal and electrical
conductivity [17], capillary action [18], and flexibility of graphene
fibers andfilms [19]. NGQDs are composed of a graphene-like planar
structure formed by fused aromatic rings, separated by oxygenated/
nitrogenated sp3-hybridized carbons [20]. Along with the quantum
size, the hybridization and oxidization of NGQDs impart an amphi-
philic polymer like behavior. For example, the amphiphilic nature of
NGQDs has recently been identified to orient them in nanowalls
architecture by utilizing ethanol as an antisolvent [21]. In this case,
phase separation occurs due to the difference in the solubility of
NGQDs inwater andethanol, leading to richphase (inwater/solvent)
and poor phase (in antisolvent/ethanol) NGQDs. The NGQD-rich
phase has a high density of NGQDs, and the NGQD-poor phase has
analmostnegligible contentofNGQDs [6]. Similarly, superiorphase-
separation assembly was observed using propanol, which results in
a 3D porous structure. NGQDs assemblies were fabricated as an
overlayer on rGO nano-sheets for the degradation of organic dyes
[6]. Nevertheless, the incorporation of conductive nanosheets (rGO/
hGO) is important for charge transport and electrocatalysis because
pure NGQD films have limited conductivity. However, the phase
separation effect of NGQDs is not sufficiently strong to orient rGO
nanosheets or other nanomaterials; hence, a uniform film is formed
if conductive nano-inclusions are incorporated into porous assem-
blies of NGQDs. The motivation for this work was to realize a strong
phase separation effect in NGQDs by optimizing their size and
antisolvent, which can serve as a soft template for the orientation of
hGO nanosheets. Our proposed concept of orienting hGO nano-
sheets (larger) usingNGQDs (smaller) is inspired byants, as they can
lift loads heavier than their own size/weight.

In this study, we synthesized three different sizes of NGQDs, and
their phase separation assisted porous assembly was optimized
using NeN dimethylacetamide (DMA) as an antisolvent. Among all
sizes, the smallest size (2e5 nm) of NGQDs showed the strongest
phase separation and they self-assembled to formnanoflowers. This
nano-framework serves as a soft substrate for theorientation of hGO
nano-sheets,which are a byproduct of theNGQDs synthesis process.
The remarkable surface functionality of NGQDs coupled with the
efficient porous assembly provides an outstanding electrocatalytic
activity in the proposed composite structure. The J-type aggregation
anddopednitrogen fromthe smallest sizedNGQDseffectively tuned
the band structure to realize redox reaction at lower overpotential.
In contrast, the orientation of the larger NGQDswas not sufficient to
orient the hGO nano-sheets; hence, the reaction ratewas limited by
electrolyte diffusion in the stacked composite structure. The
photovoltaic performance of the oriented composite structure of
NGQDs and hGO was examined using a counter electrode in dye-
sensitized solar cells (DSSCs). Compared to the rGO-based counter
electrode, the oriented composite structure showed 78% enhanced
photovoltaic performance. Overall, the performance of the opti-
mized structure was similar to that of Pt electrodes, which are
commonly used as a counter electrode for DSSCs.

2. Materials and method

2.1. Materials

Graphite powder with a size of less than 100 mm (Asbury,
America) was used as a startingmaterial for the synthesis of GO and
NGQDs. Other chemicals used for the exfoliation and cutting of
graphite, including sulfuric acid (99%), potassium permanganate
(KMnO4), hydrogen peroxide (H2O2, 30%), hydrochloric acid (HCl,
35%), and ammonium hydroxide (NH4OH, 30%) were purchased
from Sigma Aldrich. Purification and separation of different sizes
were performed using dialysismembranes of 0.3 kDa,1 kDa,10 kDa,
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and 50 kDa, provided by Cellu Sep ®, USA. Other common solvents
used in the experiment were purchased from Daejung chemicals,
Ltd. The materials required for the fabrication of DSSC (TiO2 paste,
N719 dye, and ionomer Surlyn (60 mm))were collected fromDyesol,
Australia. F-doped tin oxide (FTO) glass with a surface resistance of
7U/,was purchased fromPilkington. Other chemicals required for
solar cell fabrication (TiCl4, electrolyte ingredients, and chlor-
oplatinic acid) were purchased from Sigma Aldrich.

2.2. Synthesis of graphene oxide sheets

Graphite powder was exfoliated to synthesize GO using the
modified hummers method as stated previously [10,21]. In brief,
uniform dispersion of graphite (5 g) was achieved in pure sulfuric
acid (150 ml) through vigorous magnetic stirring. The graphite
dispersion was transferred to an ice bath to lower the temperature
below 5 �C. Maintaining the temperature below 10 �C, KMnO4
(25 g) was slowly added to the dispersion. The temperature of the
dispersionwas then retained at 35 �C for 8 h. Complete oxidation of
graphite to graphite oxide can be identified by the change in color
to dark brown. To stop the oxidation process, the temperature of
the dispersion was further decreased to 5 �C by transferring it to an
ice bath. Maintaining a low temperature, 500ml of deionized water
was added dropwise with continuous stirring. Finally, for the
conversion of graphite oxide to GO sheets, which is indicated by the
appearance of bright yellow color, 8e10 ml of H2O2 was added
dropwise. The GO solution was subjected to washing by centrifu-
gation with dilute HCl and acetone to remove metallic and organic
impurities, respectively. The purified GO dispersion was further
subjected to ultra-purification by dialyzing it against water using a
cellulose membrane with a molecular weight cut-off of 50 kDa. The
purified GO dispersion was finally dried using lyophilizer to obtain
the GO powder.

2.3. Synthesis of NGQDs and hGO

One-step nitrogen doping and cutting of graphene oxide sheets
were performed following the previously reported hydrothermal
cutting of GO sheets [6,21]. In brief, a 0.2% solution (200 mL) of GO
was prepared by sonication, followed by the addition of NH4OH
(20 mL) and H2O2 (10 mL). The mixture of the reactants was then
transferred to a Teflon-lined titanium hydrothermal chamber for
heating at 200 �C for 4 h. At high temperatures, the GO sheets are
cut into small nitrogen-doped chunks of less than 20 nm size,
known as NGQDs. Additionally, holey graphene sheets (hGO) are
also formed, which can be separated by repeated centrifugation or
filtration, as depicted schematically in Fig. 1. The cutting of GO
sheets into smaller components is attributable to the etchant na-
ture of H2O2 and NH4OH [22]. To remove extra small organic im-
purities, the NGQD solution was dialyzed with the 0.3 kDa dialysis
membrane. For the separation of different sizes of NGQDs, dialysis
membranes of different sizes (1, 10, and 50 kDa) were used, as
shown in Fig. 1. Samples were dialyzed with each type of mem-
brane for 3 days; however, depending on the quantity of water used
in the dialysis process, the time can be varied. The colloidal solution
of NGQDs was concentrated using a rotary evaporator. The
restacking of NGQDs is reversible (unlike rGO nanosheets); there-
fore, freeze-drying is not a compulsory concentration procedure for
NGQDs. The separation is facilitated by the difference in the mo-
lecular weight cut-off of the membranes; therefore, the samples
were named according to the size of the membrane used for sep-
aration. NGQDs separated by the 1 kDa, 10 kDa, and 50 kDa
membranes were labeled as GD-1, GD-10, and GD-50, respectively
(Fig. 1). Typical NGQDs mixture approximately contains 40%, 25%,
and 35% of GD-1, GD-10, GD-50.



Fig. 1. Schematic illustration of experimental design. Initially, the different sizes of NGQDs were synthesized by hydrothermal cutting of GO sheets and separated by dialysis
membranes. The phase separation behavior of different sizes of NGQDs was optimized to achieve porous support. NGQDs assisted oriented hGO sheets formed a porous network,
which was used as a counter electrode for DSSC. (A colour version of this figure can be viewed online.)
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2.4. DSSC fabrication

The previously optimized method of double main layer and sin-
gle scattering layer was followed for the fabrication of the photo-
anode [23]. Starting with the deposition of the blocking layer on the
photoanode, washed FTO glass was subjected to TiCl4 treatment at
70 �C for 30minand sinteredat 500 �C for30min.ATiO2 (15e25nm)
main layer was applied using 3 M double-tape and heated at 130 �C
for 15 min. An overlayer of scattering layer paste (G2, 500 nm) was
appliedwith a single tape (3M). Finally, the sampleswere sinteredat
500 �C for 30 min to remove the binders and formation of connec-
tions in the TiO2 layer. The sintered TiO2 films were again subjected
to TiCl4 treatment, same as blocking layer treatment. The photo-
anodes were immersed in a 0.5 mMN719 dye solution for 24 h. The
dye-adsorbed photoanodes were coupled with the counter elec-
trode using a spacer and separator, as reported by others [24].

The liquid electrolyte was filled between the electrodes, which
served as an intermediate shuttle to complete the electrochemical
cycle. The electrolyte solution was composed of 0.6 M 1-butyl-3-
methyl-imidazolium-iodide and 50 mM iodine, 0.5 M 4-tert-butyl
pyridine, and 0.1 mM lithium-iodide in acetonitrile solvent.
2.5. Assembled NGQDs for counter electrode

To ensure proper orientation of NGQDs, fast drying of the solvents
is crucial; therefore, theNGQDs coatingsweredried inavacuumoven
at 90 �C. Initially, we compared the orientation behavior of different
sizes of NGQDs by adding the antisolvent dimethylacetamide, as
showninFig.1.NGQDswith the strongestorientationability (smallest
nano-assemblies by phase separation) were added to the hGO
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solution to investigate the orientation of hGO via phase separation of
NGQDs. The ratio of hGO to NGQDs was maintained at 4:1 (as opti-
mized by others [17]) in a solvent mixture of water (95%) and DMA
(5%). The maximum porosity and conductivity of the composite
structure can be achieved by using 25% inclusion of NGQDs [17]. The
solution formed by the uniform dispersion of all components was
drop-casted on the FTO glass to fabricate the counter electrode for
DSSCs. The composite structure of NGQDs (without size separation)
and hGO was labeled as NGQDs@hGO. The composite structures of
separatedNGQDs (GD-1/10/50)were labeled according to the sizes of
NGQDs; for example, the GD-1 and hGO composite is labeled GD-
1@hGO. Before employing the electrode in DSSCs, all electrodes
were reduced by thermal annealing at 300 �C under a nitrogen
environment. Thermal reduction restores the conductivity in the
porous carbon network, enabling it for electrocatalytic applications.

To fabricate the conventionally used Pt electrode, we drop-
casted 5 mM chloroplatinic acid solution on the FTO glass. After
drying, the samples were sintered at 400 �C for 30 min. Pt samples
were coupled with a photoanode to achieve reference DSSC.
2.6. Characterizations

The shape and size of the synthesized NGQDs were analyzed
using a transmission electron microscope (TEM JEOL JEM-2100 F).
Wide-angle X-ray diffraction (WAXD) analysis was performed to
examine the crystal structure of the NGQDs in the 2q range of
10�e80�. The X-ray source of Cu Ka (Rigaku D/MAX-2500) manu-
factured by Rigaku Denki was used at an acceleration voltage of
40 kV. Graphitic arrangements and defects were surveyed using a
Raman spectrometer (JASCO, Japan) equipped with a
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monochromatic green laser for excitation. A Fourier transform
infrared (FTIR) spectrophotometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc.)
was used to evaluate the variation in functional groups. Atomic
composition and bonding were further probed using an X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) (Multilab ESCA lab-system VG,
Thermo-Scientific, USA). The absorbance spectrum of the NGQDs
was studied using a UVevisible absorbance spectrometer (Shi-
madzu, Japan). The fluorescence spectrum was analyzed using a
fluorescence spectrophotometer (SCINCO, Korea).

The surface morphology of the assembled GQDs was analyzed
using a field emission electron microscope (FE-SEM; JEOL JSM
670F) with an acceleration voltage of 15 kV. To enhance the imaging
quality, the samples were subjected to Pt sputtering for 1 min
before performing the SEM test. The electrochemical response of
the electrodes was studied using a three-electrode system on a
biological workstation. A scan rate of 10 mV/s was used to test the
electrocatalytic activity of the carbon electrodes in the potential
range of 1.0 to (�0.2) V. The performance of the solar cell was
measured under a simulated light source (1 sun), calibrated with a
standard (K101-Lab 20) measuring unit (Mac Science, Korea). The
surface area of the electrodes was approximated using the Bru-
nauereEmmetteTeller (BET) analysis of nitrogen adsorption and
desorption (Quantachrome Autosorb-6 systems). Variations in
surface roughness attributable to the assembly of NGQDs were
measured using tapping mode atomic force microscopy (AFM), XE-
70-(Park-systems).

3. Results and discussion

The catalytic activity of carbonmaterials stronglydepends on the
surface area and porosity of the film [25]. This effect is critical in the
case of 2D carbon (rGO) films, owing to the unwanted stacking of
rGO sheets in the film form. In the stacked structure, the electro-
catalytic activity is limited by the diffusion and transport of elec-
trolyte ions, as depicted schematically in Fig. S1. Although rGO is
enriched with abundant active sites; however, electrolyte transport
limits the overall electrocatalytic activity of the coating. To solve this
problem,wepropose a highly porous orientation of hGOnanosheets
using the phase separation of NGQDs, as shown schematically in
Fig. 1. Different sizes of NGQDs were separated using different sizes
of dialysis membranes and their aggregation kinetics were studied
(Stage 1 in Fig. 1). The porous self-assembly of NGQDs by phase
separation was optimized for the different sizes of NGQDs, which
can potentially serve as a soft template for the orientation of hGO
sheets (Stage2 in Fig.1). The orientation strength of differentNGQDs
was determined using the smallest size of nanostructures formed;
the smaller dimension of nano-assemblies is related to stronger
orientation ability or phase separation. The antisolvent for the phase
separationwasoptimized andNGQDswith the strongestorientation
were incorporated into hGO sheets to orient the hGO sheets in a
highly porous 3D network (Stage 3 in Fig. 1). The porous orientation
of hGO improves the electrocatalytic performance, which was
confirmedby the superiorperformanceof theDSSC fabricatedby the
associated counter electrode (Stage 4 in Fig. 1).

NGQD-assisted orientation of hGO is a facile method for the
orientation of hGO and is scalable for uniform coating over a large
area. In addition to orientation, NGQDs reinforce the electrocatalytic
activity of hGO by improving the conductivity and increasing the
contentof active sites for the electrochemical reaction [17e19,26]. In
comparison, other solid templates, such as Ni foam, nanoparticles,
andpolymer substrates, requireharsh chemical etching and thermal
annealing for their removal after the porous orientation of rGO
sheets [9]. Here, for the first time, we identified a suitable size and
solvent for the strong orientation of NGQDs, which can also be used
for the porous orientation of other nanomaterials.
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The size distribution of NGQDs was confirmed using TEM, for
instance, by using 1 kDamembrane, GD-1was separated,which had
the smallest size of ~3.5 nm (Fig. 2(a)). Similarly, by using dialysis
membranes of 10 kDa and 50 kDa, slightly larger sizes of NGQDs
were separated, as clearly observed from the TEM analysis of GD-10
and GD 50 in Fig. 2(b and c), respectively. The average size distri-
bution of GD-1 (~3.5 nm), GD-10 (5e6 nm), and GD-50 (10e12 nm)
are shown in Figs. S2(a,b,c). The crystalline core and amorphous
edges of the NGQD structure can be observed when analyzed under
high resolution (Fig. S3). This difference can be attributed to the
higher functionality of edges as compared to the core/basal plans
[27,28]. Mutual repulsion between the highly functional groups
attached to the edges causes a slight expansion in the basal planes,
which causes a shift of the XRD peak of NGQDs to lower angles
relative to hGO or GO nanosheets (Fig. 2(d)) [29]. Both hGO and
NGQDs showed characteristic XRD peaks at angles (2q) of ~25� and
44�, which correspond to the (002) and (100) diffraction planes,
respectively [29]. Compared to hGO, the XRD peaks of NGQDs are of
low intensity and broad, which can be attributed to their small size
and broad size distribution.

The structure of NGQDs was further probed using Raman anal-
ysis, which exhibited the D-band and G-band associated with
graphitic/crystalline regions and surface defects. Interestingly, the
ID/G value of NGQDswas 1.10 (Fig. 2(e)), which indicates that NGQDs
possess a significant amount of surface defects [30]. Surface defects
originate from the higher surface oxidation or surface functional
groups, as confirmed by FTIR analysis (Fig. 2(f)). Higher content of
OH/NH and CeN bonds was observed for NGQDs compared to that
of hGO, as highlighted in Fig. 2(f). Defect-rich and highly functional
surfaces of carbon materials are attractive for superior electro-
catalytic activity [31].

The atomic compositions of both NGQDs and hGO were studied
using XPS, as shown in Fig. 2(g). Three main peaks for C1s, N1s, and
O1s can be observed at binding energies of 285 eV, 400 eV, and
533 eV, respectively. Typically, both hGO and NGQDs had the same
building blocks; however, NGQDs with a smaller size can accom-
modate a higher content of oxygenated and nitrogenated functional
groups. Therefore, the concentration of N1s and O1s is higher for
NGQDs compared to that for hGO. The above characterizations
prove that NGQDs were successfully synthesized and possess a
highly functional surface compared to hGO or GO.

The difference in size imparts a variation in the optical proper-
ties of NGQDs by varying the quantum confinement effect and
surface states of the NGQDs. To confirm this, we analyzed
UVevisible absorbance for different-sized NGQDs, as shown in
Fig. 2(h). The UVevisible spectroscopy showed an absorbance peak
around 330 nm, which arises from n-p* excitations in the UV
spectrum [32]. In addition, the n-p* transitions have a shoulder
peak extending in the visible spectrum, which is due to surface
functional groups attached on the surface [32]. The surface func-
tional groups generate intermediate energy levels (surface states)
between the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and
lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) energy level. Exces-
sive surface states increase the probability of electron transitions at
lower energies. Amongst different sized NGQDs, GD-1 exhibited
higher absorbance in the lower energy spectrum, which is associ-
atedwith their higher surface functionality [16,27]. The smaller size
of GD-1 provides a higher surface area for accommodating the
higher content of surface functional groups [33,34].

The fluorescent emission of NGQDs was examined to gain insight
into differences in the electronic structure according to size. The
emissionofGD-1,GD-10, andGD-50wascentered at499nm, 485nm,
519 nm, under the excitation wavelength of 365 nm (Fig. 2(i)),
respectively. Green color emission for NGQDs could be observed un-
der a 365 nm UV lamp, as shown in the inset of Fig. 2(i). The Stokes



Fig. 2. TEM micrographs of (a) GD-1, (b) GD-10, and (c) GD-50, showing the difference in the size of NGQDs. Characterizations to confirm the synthesis of NGQDs and hGO using (d)
XRD, (e) Raman analysis, (f) FTIR, and (g) XPS survey. Evaluation of optical properties using (h) UVevisible absorbance and (i) fluorescence spectrophotometry. (A colour version of
this figure can be viewed online.)
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shift of NGQDs was observed to be size-independent, which is a
common featurewhenfluorescence is stronglyaffectedby the surface
states [35]. For instance, the highest Stokes shift of GD-50 is due to its
longer conjugation length and associated lower bandgap. In contrast,
GD-1 shows the second-highest Stokes shift due to its superb surface
functionality [36]. The functional group-rich surface of GD-1 gener-
ates additional surface states, which reduce the HOMO-LUMO gap.
Loweringof thebandgap is responsible forhigher Stokes shift inGD-1,
as compared to GD-10 [36].

The self-assemblybehaviorofNGQDswas stronglydependenton
the size of NGQDs as different shapes of assemblies can be observed
forGD-1/10/50. Thefilm formedbyNGQDsat roomtemperaturewas
uniform (Fig. S4); however, rapid evaporation inducedwell-defined
nano-architectures in the NGQD films, as shown in Fig. S5. The GD-1
filmshowedananowall shape,with anoccasional vertical alignment
of rod-like structures (Fig. S5(a)). Thehigh-resolution images showa
highly crumpled and slightly vertically aligned structure. The height
of an individualwallwas approximately 10mm, as observed fromthe
cross-sectional view of the GD-1 film. In contrast, GD-10 showed a
highlydense andporous shape resembling a sea sponge, as shown in
Fig. S5(b). The nano-sponge formed a hyperbranched fractal porous
network on the substrate. The length of each sponge rod was
approximately 250 nmand thewidth varied between 30 and 50 nm,
as highlighted in Fig. S5(a). Unlike the highly intricated shapes
formed by GD-1 and GD-10, the film formed by GD-50was uniform,
as shown in Fig. S5(c). AsGD-50 containeda significantproportionof
larger-sized (>12 nm) GO sheets, its orientation could not be
observed solely by fast drying. Nevertheless, hierarchically porous
nanowalls and sponge-like structures could be observed using the
NGQDmixtures. It is interesting to note that the presence of GD-50
causes the formation of thicker structures compared to separated
GD-1/10. The differences in the sizes of the nano-shapes formed is
the evidence of the significant effect of NGQDs’ size on aggregation
kinetics.

The strength of NGQD assembly by fast drying is sufficient for
their self-orientation; however, not strong enough to orient the
GO/hGO nano-sheets. For instance, GD-10 exhibited the smallest
dimensions of the nano-sponge shape; however, in the presence
of hGO nano-sheets, a smooth film with slight cracks appeared, as
shown in Fig. S6. Pure NGQDs-based films show a high charge
transfer resistance; therefore, incorporation of nano-sheets is
crucial to achieving the required charge conductivity. For this
purpose, we strengthened the orientation ability of NGQDs using
antisolvent, to ensure the orientation of the hGO nano-sheets. To
achieve a strong phase-separation, we selected DMA as an anti-
solvent. Propanol was previously optimized as an antisolvent,
where butanol caused the formation of thicker nanostructures [6].
However, the immiscibility of butanol limits its use as an anti-
solvent [6]. The boiling point of propanol (antisolvent) is lower
than that of water (solvent); therefore, the minimum dimensions
of the nano-assembly were 2e5 mm. Using DMA as an antisolvent,
stronger phase separation can be achieved because the boiling
point of DMA is much higher than that of water. Additionally,
unlike butanol, DMA has better miscibility in water; hence, a
stronger antisolvent effect can be achieved.

The antisolvent-assisted nanoarchitecture varies significantly
for different sizes of NGQDs, as shown in Fig. 3. GD1 exhibited a
highly porous interconnected network of fractal nanorods, as
shown in Fig. 3(a). The densely packed nano-whiskers are assem-
bled in a nanoflower pattern, as labeled in the high-resolution
image of GD-1 assembly. The length and width of individual
nano-rod were approximately 1 mm and 3 mm, respectively. The
strong anti-solvent effect led to the formation of a nanofoam-like
structure throughout the film formed by GD-1. Under the same
conditions for GD-10, a nanowall-like structure was formed, as
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shown in Fig. 3(b). The thickness of the individual wall was
approximately 1.5 mm, as shown in Fig. 3(b). In contrast to GD-1, the
nanowall formation in GD-10 was less uniform as no orientation
was observed in some portions. Similarly, no orientation was
observed in GD-50 even with the addition of antisolvent, as shown
in Fig. 3(c). Analyzing the GD-50 film at high resolution, a nano-
porous membrane-like structure was observed. The NGQD mixture
formed a sea urchin-like structure in the presence of an antisolvent,
as shown in Fig. 3(d). Such orientation probably originated from the
compact ball formation by GD-50; however, GD-10 and GD-1 pro-
duced nanorods on the surface. It is important to note that the
assemblies formed by the NGQD mixture are not uniform
throughout the whole surface (unlike GD-1), as observed in the
low-resolution images in Fig. 3(d). In addition, the nano-whiskers
formed by NGQDs mixtures have thicker dimensions, which can
be attributed to the weaker antisolvent effect in the mixture form.
By comparing the antisolvent-assisted assemblies of different sizes,
the phase separation of GD-1 can be considered optimum, as it
shows smallest dimensions. Therefore, GD-1 was selected for the
orientation of the hGO sheets.

Fig. 4 shows the porous network formed by the GD-1 and hGO
composite (GD-1@hGO) structure. The structure exhibited high
porosity at low resolution, as shown in Fig. 4(a). The porous frame-
work showed a slight overlap of GD-1 rods and hGO nanosheets, as
highlighted in Fig. 4(b). The rods formed by the phase separation of
GD-1 provide support for the 3D orientation of the hGO sheets. The
porous network formed by the phase separation of GD-1 slightly
varied in the presence of hGO sheets.Mutual hydrophilic interactions
between GD-1 and hGO reduced the antisolvent effect relative to the
pureGD-1film. However, by optimizing the concentration and size of
NGQDs, a hierarchically porous structure could be achieved. It is
interesting to note that although hGO sheets coalesce with GD-1, the
porosity is retained because of the holes formed in hGO. For instance,
Fig. 4(c) highlights the porous nature of hGO sheets, which provides
additional channels for electrolyte transport. In contrast, the use of
rGO (withoutholes) could block thepores of thenetwork. The limited
porosity of rGO hampers its electrocatalytic performance as the
exposed area of rGO sheets on the top surface can only participate in
the electrochemical reaction (Figs. S7(aec)). The electrolyte can only
diffuse in the film through the edges of the rGO sheets; hence, the
overall reaction is diffusion limited. The long diffusion paths of the
rGO film are depicted in Fig. S7(d). In contrast, the hGO provides a
larger number of active edge sites for the electrochemical reaction, as
highlighted in Fig. S8(a). Furthermore, the hGO sheets possess micro
and macro holes (Figs. S8(bed)), which can effectively reduce the
diffusion length. In addition to holes in the hGO sheets, the film
formed by hGO sheets has excessive cracks, which further assists in
electrolyte transport. Compared to rGO, hGO facilitates faster elec-
trolyte transport, as schematically shown in Fig. S8(e). Although the
electrolyteflow is improved in thehGOnanosheets, there is still room
for further improvements by its 3D porous orientation. The porous
orientation of hGO sheets provide superior exposed surface areawith
a high-speed flow of electrolyte (Fig. 4(d)).

The enhanced electrocatalytic activity attributable to the
orientation of hGO was confirmed through cyclic voltammetry
using a three-electrode system. In brief, two oxidation peaks and
two reduction peaks were observed at positive and negative po-
tentials (Fig. 5), respectively. The first-oxidation peak and second-
reduction peak mimic the oxidation-reduction dynamics of
DSSCs; therefore, the electrocatalytic activity parameters were
considered according to the respective peaks. The oxidation and
reduction reaction of the iodide electrolyte are presented in the
insets of Fig. 5(a). Important parameters for calibrating the elec-
trocatalytic activity are as follows: (1) current density of the second
reduction peak (Ired) and (2) the potential difference between the



Fig. 3. SEM micrographs of antisolvent assisted assemblies formed by (a) GD-1, (b) GD-10, (c) GD-50, and (d) NGQDs (mixture).

Fig. 4. Highly porous assembly of hGO formed by the phase separation of GD-1: (a) low-resolution image showing micro-porous network (inset scale bar 1 mm) and (b, c) high-
resolution morphology of GD-1 and hGO (inset scale bar 100 nm). (d) Hierarchically porous assembly of composite showing micro and mesoporous structure.
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first oxidation and second reduction peaks (EPP) [37]. A higher in-
tensity of Ired with a lower EPP value corresponds to the superior
electrocatalytic activity of the electrode.

Inorder to test theeffectivenessof thehGOandNGQDscomposite,
we compared its electrocatalytic activity with other intermediate
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stages of composite synthesis (Fig. 5(a)). Pure rGO sheets showed a
limited Ired due to the limited exposed surface area available fordirect
electrochemical reaction. Compared to the sluggish kinetics of
stacked rGO sheets, the electrocatalytic activity of the hGO electrode
was significantly improved. The formation of holes and cracks
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enabled higher electrolyte flow, providing higher current densities
[38]. It is important to note that although the hGO electrode showed
improved current density, the variation in EPP was negligible. On the
other hand, the incorporation of NGQDs improved both Ired and EPP
simultaneously, as tabulated in the insetof Fig. 5(a). The incorporation
of conductive hGO nano-sheets is critical for imparting superior
electrocatalytic activity, as the pure NGQDs film exhibited almost
negligible electrocatalytic activity similar to FTO glass (Fig. S9).
Although NGQDs have a highly active surface, pure NGQDs film has
poor conductivity; hence, charge transport is the rate-limiting step.
We studied the size-dependent electrocatalytic activity of the hGO
andGD-1/10/50 composite structure in comparisonwith themixture
Fig. 5. Evaluation of electrocatalytic activity using cyclic voltammogram: (a) comparison of r
orientation. Cyclic voltammogram of oriented GD-1@hGO (d) at different scan rates, and (e) f
glass electrode. (A colour version of this figure can be viewed online.)
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of NGQDs (Fig. 5(b)). As the orientation of hGO sheets is negligible
whenusingGD-10/50,wecomparedtheuniformcoatingofallNGQDs
sizes (without adding antisolvent). The current density ofNGQDswas
inversely related to the size of NGQDs; for instance, the highest Ired
was recorded for the smallest sized NGQDs (GD-1). In contrast, EPP
exhibited a similar trend to the Stokes shift, GD-10 showed a higher
EPP, which is associated with their high bandgap [39]. GD-1 out-
performed NGQDs of other sizes due to its excessive surface func-
tionality, higher surface area, and comparatively lower bandgap [40].
The parameters determining the electrocatalytic activity of the GD-1/
10/50 composites are tabulated in Fig. 5(b).

The incorporation of GD-1 improved the performance of hGO;
GO, hGO, and NGQDs@hGO, (b) comparison of different sizes of NGQDs, and (c) effect of
or 50 cycles. (f) Comparison of electrocatalytic activity of GD-1@hGO with Pt coated FTO
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however, GD-1was not completely exposed to the redox reaction in
the uniform film. For this purpose, the antisolvent-assisted 3D
porous assembly of the GD-1 composite (oriented) was compared
with the uniformly coated (without antisolvent) GD-1 composite,
as shown in Fig. 5(c). The porous network formed by the antisolvent
provides the maximum exposed surface area of GD-1 to participate
in the redox reaction. Therefore, the electrocatalytic activity of the
oriented composite structure was two times higher than that of the
uniform coating. Categorically increased Ired and EPP were observed
in the 3D orientated composite of the hGO sheets, as tabulated in
Fig. 5(c). Moreover, the oriented composite structure retained the
electrocatalytic performance even at high scan speeds, as shown in
Fig. 5(d). Proportionate increase in EPP and Ired was observed with
increasing scan rate, as commonly observed in porous carbon ma-
terials [25,41]. The retention of electrocatalytic activity at high scan
speeds implies that the high porosity of the composite enables the
high-speed flow of electrolytes throughout the composite structure
[37]. Furthermore, we tested the electrocatalytic activity for 50
continuous cycles at 15 mV/s, as shown in Fig. 5(e). The decrease in
electrocatalytic performance was negligible, thereby verifying the
stability of the oriented hGO sheets. Unlike metallic catalysts, the
long-term stability of carbon materials is a known characteristic
attributable to their high corrosion resistance against harsh elec-
trolyte environments. The long-term stability of the electrocatalyst
is linked to the long-term performance of the DSSC. The stability of
the composite structure provides a competing edge over the
conventionally used Pt electrode. Besides, the electrocatalytic per-
formance of the GD-1@hGO composite structure is comparable to
that of the Pt electrode, as shown in Fig. 5(f). In conclusion, our
proposed oriented composite structure integrates suitable porosity,
Fig. 6. (a) Nyquist plot of rGO, hGO, NGQDs@hGO, and Pt electrode (inset table shows variat
for (c) carbon electrodes, and (d) comparison of optimized sample with Pt electrode. (A co
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stability, and catalytic activity in a single structure.
The enhancement of electrocatalytic activity of oriented com-

posite structure is attributed to the increase in the exposed surface
area. Moreover, the new surfaces provided by hGO and NGQDs are
more functional and defect-rich compared to that of pure rGO,which
promotes electrocatalytic activity [4]. Specifically, the dopednitrogen
playsakey role instrengthening theelectrolyteandcarboncomposite
interface. The slightly higher electronegativity of surface nitrogen
creates a partially negatively charged zone [42]. This in turn induces a
positive charge on the neighboring carbon atoms. The charge redis-
tribution effect generates additional electrostatic interactions with
pseudo-charged electrolyte ions, accelerating the redox cycle [42]. In
addition to tuning the surface reactivity, the conjugated (pyridinic)
nitrogen in the core of NGQDs adds extra electrons to the p-p
conjugating electron cloud of the composite structure. A higher
density of electrons near the Fermi level facilitates electron transi-
tions at a lower potential, decreasing EPP [43]. Overall, the enhance-
ment of electrocatalytic activity by NGQDs is attributable to the
increased surface area (by orientation) and surface reactivity or
modulation of the electronic structure (by nitrogen doping). The re-
sults of electrocatalytic activity suggest that oriented GD-1@hGO
outperforms all the other composite structures. Considering GD-
1@hGO as an optimized composite sample, we compare its perfor-
mancewith the controlled rGO and hGO samples in the next section.

From the porous, interconnected network observed in the SEM
analysis, the composite structure can be expected to provide lower
diffusion paths and associated lower charge transfer resistance. The
porous structure can reduce the electron flow and electrolyte
diffusion paths in the radial symmetry of the electrode, thereby
suppressing the diffusion dependent internal resistance. To confirm
ions in RCT). (b) Nyquist plot of NGQDs@hGO, highlighting different sections. J-V curves
lour version of this figure can be viewed online.)
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this effect, the charge flow dynamics of the composite structure
were studied through electrochemical impedance spectroscopy,
whichwas performedwith a symmetrical cell configuration to avoid
impedance contributed by the photoanodes (Fig. 6(a and b)). The x-
intercept of the Nyquist plot accounts for the series resistance RS,
whereas the height along the y-axis is related to the charge transfer
resistance (RCT) [44]. The lower values of both RS and RCT are
responsible for the lower internal resistance of DSSC [44]. Fig. 6(a)
shows that the difference in RS was almost negligible in all samples
because the conductivity of the substrate used was similar. In
contrast, the introductionof porosity in the structure led to anotable
difference observed in RCT. For example, the RCT of oriented GD-
1@hGO was fifteen and three times lower than that of conven-
tional rGO and hGO structures, respectively. Similarly, the RCT of the
composite structure was dramatically (~twenty-five times) lower
than that of the Pt electrode. The Nyquist plot of the oriented GD-
1@hGO in Fig. 6(b) shows three main sections. The height of the
first semicircle is attributable to the initial charge transfer barrier at
the electrode and electrolyte interface. The second semi-circle is
associated with electrolyte diffusion throughout the porous
network formed by the activematerials [45]. The third semi-circle is
related to the internal impedance of the electrolyte itself [45]. Spe-
cifically, the suppressed second semicircle is evidence of porosity
introduced in the hGO network by the incorporation of GD-1. In
contrast, in pure rGO and hGO films, the diffusion-controlled
impedance and initial transfer barrier are the rate-limiting steps.

The reason for the dramatic decrease in the RCT can be attributed
to the porosity introduced by the inclusion of GD-1. The stacking of
hGO sheets was radically avoided by their 3D orientation, which
provided unobstructed channels for the diffusion of electrolyte
ions. Rapid infiltration of the electrolyte in the porous network
formed by GD-1@hGO enables high-speed diffusion of the elec-
trolyte [46]. Moreover, the diffusion distance of the electrolyte is
drastically reduced in the porous network, which in turn reduces
the diffusion impedance in the radial symmetry of the electrode
[46]. The highly functional edges of hGO and GD-1 are directly
exposed in the porous network, which provides strong capillary
action for electrolyte transport throughout the structure. In addi-
tion, the dramatically lower height of first semicircle of the com-
posite structure indicates the extremely low initial charge transfer
barrier required to initiate the redox reaction on the interface [47].
The low initial charge transfer barrier is due to the high surface
reactivity of the electrode caused by surface charge redistribution,
as explained in the above section.

Higher electrocatalytic activity combined with low charge
transfer resistancemakes the designed composite structure suitable
for counter electrode applications. To evaluate the efficacy of the
composite structure as a counter electrode, we coupled the photo-
anode with the carbon electrodes and analyzed their photovoltaic
performance. The performance of the solar cells fabricated with the
carbonelectrodes is given in Fig. 6(c) andTable 1. Theperformanceof
the DSSC widely varied with increasing porosity of the counter
electrodematerials. In general, thefill factor (FF)was responsible for
the variation in the efficiency of the solar cell; other parameters
showed almost negligible variation. The enhanced FF can be
Table 1
Summary of the photovoltaic performance parameters for different electrodes.

BET Area (m2/g) RS (U) RCT (U)

rGO 60 7.5 19.0
hGO 135 7.5 3.3
GD-1@hGO 353 7.5 1.3
Pt N/A 7.5 25.0

*The values of RS and RCT are summarized from electrochemical impedance spectroscop
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attributed to the dramatic decrease in the internal resistance of the
solar cells caused by the 3D orientation of the structure (as clearly
indicated by the RCT value in Table 1). The lower internal impedance
of the solar cell is responsible for the improvement of FF and overall
photovoltaic performance. Furthermore, the high mobility of elec-
trolyte ions and their rapid reductionby thedesignedelectrocatalyst
ensured abundant reduced electrolyte ions near the dye molecules.
Hence, the completion of the electrochemical cycle in the DSSC can
be attributed to the efficient reduction by the proposed electrode. In
contrast, the complex electrolyte flow and high charge transfer
resistance of the rGO electrode affect the FF and performance of the
DSSC. The enhancement of the photovoltaic performance and in-
crease in the BET surface area had a direct correlation, as shown in
Table 1. This indicates that the enhanced surface area and associated
electrolyte dynamics are critical determinants of the enhanced
performance of our proposed system. The performance of the DSSC
was comparable to that of the Pt counter electrode, as shown in
Fig. 6(d) and Table 1.

3.1. Mechanism of size-dependent assembly and catalytic activity

The mechanism of 3D assembly and associated enhanced elec-
trocatalytic activity was investigated to determine the reason for
the size-dependent response in NGQDs. Fig. 7(a) explains the phase
separation mechanism of NGQDs, where DMA serves as an anti-
solvent, thus forming the NGQD-poor phase (yellow color); in
contrast, the NGQD-rich phase (blue color) formed in water
because water is a good solvent for NGQDs. The poor phase formed
random pores in the structure upon drying as the concentration of
NGQDs was almost negligible in this phase. In contrast, the NGQD-
rich phase formed an interconnected network owing to the high
concentration of NGQDs. In conclusion, the difference in the solu-
bility of NGQDs in the solvent mixture is primarily responsible for
the porous orientation of NGQDs [48].

The phase separation mechanism was different for different
sizes of NGQDs as observed in the phase-separated assembly of
DMA and water mixture via TEM. The TEM analysis revealed a clear
difference in the assemblies of GD-1, GD-10, and GD-50, as shown
in Fig. 7(bed), respectively. The size of the phase-separated as-
semblies increased linearly with increasing NGQD size. For
instance, the dimensions of the smallest units of GD-1, GD-10, and
GD-50 were approximately 25 nm, 150 nm, and 700 nm, respec-
tively. The difference in the aggregate size of each NGQD can be
attributed to the variation in the antisolvent effect with NGQD size.
In addition, the orientation shape also significantly varied with
NGQD size; for example, GD-1 showed a thin porous film-like
structure, whereas GD-10 and GD-50 exhibited a stacked form of
hollow and solid structure, as depicted schematically in the inset of
Fig. 7(bed).

The formation of such shapes can be interpreted on the basis of
J-type, JH-type, and H-type aggregation of GD-1, GD-10, and GD-50,
respectively. The aggregation of NGQDs is mainly driven by dipole-
dipole interactions, hydrogen bonding, solvent interactions, and
solubility difference of antisolvents [49]. Specifically, size differ-
ences lead to significant differences in interactions between NGQDs
VOC (V) JSC (mA/cm2) F.F (%) h (%)

0.74 15.8 44.5 5.1
0.74 16.0 57.0 6.7
0.74 16.0 77.5 9.1
0.74 16.0 75.0 8.8

y.



Fig. 7. (a) Schematic illustration of the phase separation mechanism in NGQDs and associated porous orientation. (b,c,d) TEM analysis of aggregates formed in GD-1, GD10, and GD-
50; inset shows a schematic representation of NGQD assembly mechanism. (e) Approximation of aggregation kinetics in different sized NGQDs, and the difference in their as-
semblies after drying. (A colour version of this figure can be viewed online.)
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and the antisolvent, as depicted schematically in Fig. 7(e) (yellow
color for antisolvent). Larger-sized NGQDs (GD-50) have a higher
proportion of graphitic core (non-polar nature), whereas GD-1 has
a higher edge ratio (polar nature) [3]. The difference in the polarity
of the graphitic plan and edge imparts a surfactant/amphiphilic
nature to NGQDs similar to GO nanosheets. By increasing the
graphitic planes content or non-polar nature, the mutual compat-
ibility between NGQDs and antisolvent is increased, and vice versa.
As shown in Fig. 7(e), GD-1 exhibits the least interaction with the
antisolvent, and its phase separation is strong, which can be
attributed to the highest content of functional edges. In the case of
GD-10, although the graphitic planes tend to dissolve in the anti-
solvent, the edges are retained in the water. Compared to GD-1, the
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solvent interactions are slightly improved in GD-10 owing to a
slightly higher proportion of graphitic planes. With the lowest
content of functional edges, the antisolvent effect is negligible in
GD-50, and consequently, the overlap of DMA is the highest (as
depicted schematically in Fig. 7(e)). Considering the amphiphilic
nature of NGQDs, the finer and thicker assemblies in the GD-1 and
GD-50 solid films are depicted in Fig. 7(e).

The slightly polar graphitic plane and highly functional edges of
graphene oxide have also beenutilized previously to prepare porous
Pickering emulsions and breath free assemblies using organic anti-
solvents, such as toluene [50,51]. However, such methods require
complex processing for the complete orientation of GO nanosheets;
for example, the continuous flow of high humidity and grafting of
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polymers onto GO [50,51]. The size of the GO nanosheets is also an
important parameter for the formation of Pickering emulsions; as
larger GO sheets have a higher graphitic portion, emulsions can be
stabilized for a longer time. However, in small-sized GO sheets,
toluene droplets can be easily separated because the edge-to-
surface ratio is high and the surfactant effect of smaller GO sheets
is weak [26]. Compared to Pickering emulsions, an opposite
amphiphilic nature is required in the case of the phase separation
assembly of NGQDs at the liquideliquid interface. Highly porous
assemblies of hGO sheets can be fabricated by facile processing
because the antisolvent effect of the extremely small-sizedNGQDs is
stronger than rGO nanosheets. In this paper, we define that appro-
priate size is critical for achieving an outstanding porous structure
by the phase separation of NGQDs.

Tobetter understand the aggregationmechanismandkinetics,we
compared the optical properties of NGQD colloids before and after
aggregation. Fig. 8(a) shows the absorbance of the GD-1 and GD-50
colloids before and after adding the DMA antisolvent (approxi-
mately 5%). It is interesting to note that the absorbance range of GD-1
increased for n-p* and surface state related transitions. In contrast,
the aggregation of GD-50 favored the hypochromic shift in absor-
bance by promoting high-energy (p-p*) excitations [49,52]. The red
and blue-shifted absorbance of GD-1 and GD-50 validate the J-type
and H-type aggregation, even by the addition of a small amount of
antisolvent [52]. The dipoleedipole interactions and hydrogen
bonding between the antisolvent and GD-1 cause the head-to-tail
assembly of the consecutive transition dipoles of GD-1, thereby
forming J-aggregates [53]. In contrast, the deprotonation of GD-50 in
the antisolvent facilitates the side-by-side assembly of the neigh-
boring transition dipole, which is responsible for the stacked H-ag-
gregates [54]. The aggregation mode has been reported to affect the
Foster resonance energy transfer of electrons (FRET) and associated
band structure [52]. Fig. 8(b) shows the variance in the bandgap
caused by the aggregation of NGQDs. Compared to the bandgap of
individual dispersed NGQDs, the J-type aggregation lowers the
bandgap, as expected for GD-1. Conversely, H-type aggregates showa
Fig. 8. (a) UV visible absorption spectrum of NGQDs after aggregation indicating their J or
NGQDs. (c) Water contact angle of the composite and rGO electrode. (d) AFM images show
online.)
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higherbandgapcompared to individualquantumdots, asdepicted for
GD-50. For electrocatalytic activity, the lower bandgap of GD-1 is
favorable as higher conductivity and electron transfer at lower po-
tential is possible in lower-bandgap carbon materials [55]. This hy-
pothesis is consistent with the low EPP of the oriented GD-1@hGO
composite structure. In conclusion, the aggregation-induced orien-
tation of GD-1 not only provides a higher surface area but also mod-
ulates the electronic band structure to enhance the electrocatalytic
activity.

Other parameters contributing to the superior electrocatalytic
activity were evaluated through interface analysis of the composite
structure [56,57]. Improved electrolyte and electrode interactions
were evaluated using water contact angle, as shown in Fig. 8(c). The
water contact angles of the rGO and composite electrode were 35�

and 25�, respectively. The lower contact angles reflect the superior
surface functionality of the composite electrode. Moreover, the
stacked sheet structure of the rGO films and the porous and rough
topology of the composite electrode are clearly observable in the
AFM scan, shown in Fig. 8(d). Similarly, the composite electrode
exhibited surface roughness that is four times higher than that of
the rGO electrode. The higher surface roughness of oriented GD-
1@hGO implies that a higher interface is available for the redox
reaction. Apart from the higher surface roughness, the higher sur-
face area of the optimized sample (BET surface area given in
Table 1) is in agreement with the enhanced performance. From
these tests, we can confirm that the superior electrocatalytic ac-
tivity of the composite electrode can be attributed to its higher
content of active sites, which are readily available for the catalytic
reaction. With the proposed modification, a comparable efficiency
to other recently reported counter electrodes was achieved
(Table S1).
4. Conclusion

A highly porous 3D framework of hGO was achieved by utilizing
a strong phase-separated assembly of GD-1 using DMA as an
H type aggregation. (b) Variation in the band structure before and after aggregation of
ing surface roughness of the electrodes. (A colour version of this figure can be viewed
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antisolvent. The antisolvent effect of GD-10 and GD-50 was negli-
gible in the presence of hGO sheets; however, pure films of NGQDs
exhibited intricate assemblies. The electrocatalytic performance of
the assembled structure was three times higher than that of the
stacked rGO structure. In addition, the charge transfer resistance
was drastically reduced in the oriented hGO structure, which can be
attributed to reduced radial electrolyte paths andmultidimensional
charge transport channels. The unobstructed channels for fast
electrolyte diffusion and enhanced charge transfer interface dras-
tically reduce the internal resistance of the solar cells. Hence, a
DSSC fabricated with GD-1@hGO achieved significantly enhanced
FF and associated power conversion efficiency. The superior elec-
trocatalytic activity could be attributed to superior electrolyte
interface, effective band structure tuning (by J-type aggregation
and nitrogen doping), and excellent surface reactivity of the com-
posite structure. Our proposed strategy of utilizing the lower-
dimensional derivative of graphene to orient the 2D nano-
materials can be employed to boost the performance of next-
generation electrochemical devices, such as supercapacitors, fuel
cells, and batteries.
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